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To be able to access the relevant data about any coin it is necessary to have the information 
stored in such a way that it is easily understandable.
Since the late 18th century catalogues of both public and private collections followed the geo-
graphical referencing structure proposed by Joseph Eckhel (1737-1798)1 . Then in the early dec-
ades of last century the British Academy launched a project to catalogue all Greek coins minted 
by authorities or cities in the Mediterranean area and those linked to them for whatever reason, but 
excluding issues of both Republican and Imperial Rome. The result was the Sylloge Nummorum 
Graecorum which has become the standard accepted by all interested scholars2.
The coins are described and photographed, and arranged by region (or mint), authority, date, 
type and metal content (gold silver or bronze). Other data included is denomination of coins, 
weight, synthetic reference to the O/ and R/ and, where appropriate, critical comments or refer-
ence to particular problems.
Subsequently the Sylloge Nummorum Arabicorum followed the same methods for describ-
ing and cataloging the Islamic coinage as did similar publications, for example3 in England and 
Israel, though with different format and graphics4.
The structure of the numismatic Corpora is quite different. These studies group coins by a 
well defined criteria or topic, for example by mint, city, emperor, period etc. but in addition 
highlighting regularities5, irregularities or unique examples. In particular these are supported 
by indices structured by rating, date or type and reducing the geographical and photographic 
material to a minimum.
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Recently Islamic numismatics has seen a remarkable editorial vivacity through both the 
Sylloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean Museum and some monographic Corpora able to 
synthesize information scattered in the Sylloges, in published articles and in catalogues often 
difficult to access. For example the contribution of the Fatimid Coinage6, and the Gold Coin-
age, from 65 H (684 C.E.) to 334 H (946 C.E.)7 is particularly interesting. Therefore a happy 
bibliographic coincidence occurred. This was possible because of a fortuitous coincidence; the 
publication Giulio Bernardi’s Corpus of researches of gold monetization of this period (Arabic 
Gold Coins), a huge census of publications covering countless auctions, and the appearance, 
some years later, of Nicol’s “Sylloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean Museum. 4. Later ‘Ab-
basid Precious Metal Coinage (from 219 AH)”. Of the known 2164 Islamic of this period, only 
35 are not listed in Bernardi’s Corpus (only 1,6%) but there are significant differences in both 
in the methods used and in the information available. Hence the need for this Index which coor-
dinates the contents of both publications and facilitates access to the data of these two essential, 
but different, reference works.
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